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Six search words from a search engine, I know the words from start of session. 

Eyes Music Player Turkey Vest Legs Crest

Blue and cold, something puffy and feels like air on the other side, nothing of red color. But the 
puffy element only occurs on the front outward, there is nothing on the sides or back of it. It is 
hollow on the inside. A bit rounded outline on the front. 

1:03 PM Secondary stage. 

Filled with air, puffy. It has got long thin hairs blonde hairs on the out-of-page side of it. Over the 
blue element there are thin white threads sewn into it to make puffy padded cushions across it sort 
of thing. 

Warm on the inside on the inner side wall of the blue element. There is a chin and jaw and head 
above the blue element. It feels cold here. The blond hairs connect to an element above it which 
has red suggesting tissue of living body (I see that kind of red element when it is body, usually or 
always that is what it is). There are feet under the blue bulge a bit further below. 

I run my finger across the lower border of the blue element and my finger brushes across eyelash 
hairs. Oh wow, one of the search words is "eyes" I did not remember that, I think I am pretty certain 
that I found the eyelashes element without logic knowing or expecting to, because I was at the blue 
element which is not consistent with eyes and I found eyelash hairs so this is profound, or so I think 
at least! 

I should not do more probing because we keep the amount of effort about the same for all these 
sessions. 

1:12 PM End RV. 

At first glance I was going to want to give this session an F, but we have many of those bulging arch 
lines that have nothing on the sides or back of them, and the thin lines I drew which sectioned out 
regions across the blue element are also found on the target image. The hairs are also found, as the 
short vertical black lines. I grade this session an A. 

It is perhaps problematic, meaning incorrect, that I sensed elements of a human body, and the blue 



color, and the cold temperature, but how does RV work? Usually RV goes to the target and not to 
the photograph, was there a human holding up the notes, was it cold there, we don't know. That is 
why target images that show the surrounding landscape and not just the central target element are 
better for remote viewing, since we can check the surroundings also for correlation, and here we 
cannot since the image is a closeup. 

Would I have found out that the target is a sheet of music had I done more probing? Who knows, in 
these sessions we only grade for correlation based on initial impressions and a bit of probing. Grade 
is A and I think that is easily justified. 

"Music player" meant as one word. 

Image source https://www.gutenberg.org/files/4300/4300-h/4300-h.htm
Image link https://www.gutenberg.org/files/4300/4300-h/images/littleharryhughes.jpg

1:18 PM End session. 

1:22 PM Notes: By the way while I was perceiving and drawing the gridlines over across the blue 
element, logic was thinking that this must be the way some vests are sewn to have sections with 
padding in them, because logic knew the search words, that is why I also used that kind of words of 
"sewn" instead of just saying that I see lines that section across the blue element, so by knowing the 
search words we are learning about how logic uses information like that. 1:23 PM End notes. 


